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FINDING A RHYTHM WITH STRATEGIC PLANNING 
A White Paper Guide for Small Businesses

Executive Summary. 
As small business owners, we know we need to invest in marketing to bring in new clients or drive loyalty, 
but where do we begin?  Should you create some ads on Facebook to 
gain new followers, print a brochure to hand out at an industry meeting 
or begin blogging?  And with what message and frequency?  A strategic 
planning process can ensure your marketing resources (time & $$$) 
are put to best use.  A plan prepares you to do only the activities that 
will have the biggest impact on your business goals.  Large corporations 
dedicate months to strategic planning, but that’s often unrealistic (and 
unnecessary) for more nimble businesses.  Establishing a regular rhythm 
of asking key questions and selecting a direction based on answers can 
position your organization for both short and long-term success.  
         

Strat Planning Like a Boss. 
Typing “strategic planning” 
or “marketing plans for small 
businesses” into Google will return a 
multitude of templates for business 
plans.  Knowing when and how to 
complete these documents can be 
daunting!  And once written they 
often sit on a shelf, rather than 
serving as regular references.  A 
more practical tool is needed for 
small businesses...one that lays out 
key questions and recommends an 
order in which to evaluate them 
for a smooth planning process that 

delivers results.  The following planning-implementation cycle graphic was created to help you assess where 
you are and develop a rhythm for efficient, effective and intentional marketing communications.   

“Companies that plan 
grow 30% faster than 
those that don’t plan.”

Journal of 
Management Studies1
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THE PLANNING-IMPLEMENTATION CYCLE:

Stage 1: Business Strategy. 
Begin by taking time to step back from the activities of day-to-day – emails, networking, servicing clients, 
bookkeeping – to give thought to your intentions for your business.  

• What level of revenue do you aspire to achieve?  
• How many new clients would you like to add?  
• Within what period of time?  
• What products or services do you plan to launch?

Development of these SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound) goals is part of 
stage one of a business planning cycle, and it should be grounded in your organizational mission and vision 
(stage zero).

Stage 2: Market Research.
As part of the planning process, it’s important to identify and seek answers to questions that may impact 
your business in the coming year.  This market research could be qualitative or quantitative and may involve 
purchasing a report on anticipated industry growth, sending a Survey Monkey asking customers about their 
level of satisfaction, or gauging reactions to products or services you’re considering launching.  

The information you gain in this stage can 
• help inform decisions about pricing
• make you more mindful of particular competitors 
• facilitate forecasting of sales and ordering
• help you anticipate consumer complaints
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Stage 3: Marketing Strategy.
You’ve set objectives for your business.  Now decide what you want to achieve through communications.  
Many small businesses want to skip this step (or skip the first 4 steps) and jump right to implementation.  But 
taking time to plan can actually make you more efficient and help you avoid Spaghetti Marketing.  

The communication objectives you set should align 
with where you are in the lifecycle of your business 
as well as your customers’/prospects’ place in the 
marketing funnel:

• Are you a new business needing to build 
awareness of your organization and the products 
or services you provide (AWARE)?  

• Do you need prospects to stop researching and 
actually buy (PURCHASE)?  

• Do you want to convince current clients to buy 
from you more regularly (BE LOYAL) or to tell 
their friends about you (ADVOCATE)?  

The marketing tactics you employ should align with 
your communication objectives and place in the funnel.

For example...

• If you are in the AWARE phase, you might consider a social media campaign or promotion of your brand 
that targets people with specific, related interests.

• If you want to move clients from PREFER to PURCHASE, you may want to offer a discount code to 
entice action.

• If you want LOYAL clients to ADVOCATE for you, asking for reviews can be effective.

Stage 4: Branding & Story.
John Medina, author of Brain Rules, writes about how the mind processes meaning before details.  So, when 
potential clients visit your website, they will make snap judgments about your business before they ever read 
a single word on your home page.  The way you present your business – your logo, the colors and images you 
choose, the tone with which you speak – all influence whether potential clients feel your business would be a 
fit for them.  

And the stories you tell or messages you share influence whether or not people connect with your business.  
Artfully crafted digital stories can be incredibly powerful, particularly when they align with your strategy!  

https://www.wytheave.com/insights/2017/6/7/navigating-the-marketing-labyrinth-strategies-to-save-time-and-grow-your-small-business
https://www.wytheave.com/insights/marketing-plan-yoga-block
http://www.brainrules.net/the-rules
https://www.wytheave.com/insights/digital-storytelling
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Stage 5: Plan Implementation.
If you’ve done all the strategic work up front, stage 5 should be painless.  Just like building an addition on a 
house, when you’re working with a really great contractor and have solid architectural drawings, the process is 
fairly smooth.  Unexpected issues may arise, but you’re much more likely to finish on time and within budget 
when you begin with a strong plan and regularly revisit the strategy.   

Consider tools or resources that can help you be more efficient during this stage.  Social media schedulers, 
such as Hootsuite, Buffer and CoSchedule can streamline posting of content on multiple platforms at pre-
determined times.  

Stage 6: Analysis of Impact.
Finally, take time to evaluate the effectiveness of your strategies and tactics.  Pull Google Analytics and social 
media insight reports to see what worked especially well and what didn’t.  

For social media posts, consider factors like:

• format (article, image, quote, video, etc.) 
• platform (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc.)
• time of posting 
• target audience demographics 
• message content, quality and tone
• connections (tags, #hashtags, @

mentions, check ins, etc.)

For social media, evaluate metrics such as 
• reach - how many people saw your social post?
• engagement - how many likes, follows, comments, shares, retweets, etc?
• sentiment - how positive or negative were comments?

With Google Analytics, evaluate website traffic metrics such as
• audience - what demographic data is available?  what are their interests?  what type of device were they 

using to visit your site (desktop, mobile, etc)?  
• acquisition source - did they visit your website by typing keywords into Google, linking from an article 

that was written about your business, from your social media page or by typing in your web address?  
• behaviors - how long did individuals spend on your site?  which pages did they visit and in which order?

Other generally helpful metrics include   
• leads generated - how many contact details did you capture or emails did you add to your list?
• conversion - how many people attended your event?  how many people signed up for your program?
• sales - how many/much did you sell?  
• revenue from new clients - how much money did you bring in from first time clients?
• revenue from current clients - how much money did you bring in from existing / repeat clients?
• profitability - which of your offerings were most profitable (revenue minus cost) or had the greatest 

return on investment (revenue minus cost divided by cost)?

https://hootsuite.com
https://buffer.com
https://coschedule.com
http://analytics.google.com
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All of this information should be used to influence the next planning cycle.  By understanding what worked 
well and what needed tweaking, your marketing efforts will be much more efficient and effective going 
forward.  

Practical Tips.
• Going through the full process gets easier each time.  For most small businesses, I suggest checking in on 

stages 1-6 every 3-4 months, but that may vary depending on the pace of your business or industry. 
• Regularly scheduling time for planning can help you create a rhythm that feels natural.
• Enlist the help of a specialist if a particular stage feels challenging or if you want to go deeper.

Summary.
You don’t need to dedicate months to producing lengthy strategic plans.  Doing so would unnecessarily take 
you away from the daily activities of leading and growing your small business.  It is important, however, to 
approach your marketing strategically!  Make sure that your promotional activities are actually supporting 
your business goals.  Communicate in an intentional way.  Leverage market research in your decision making.  
Assess the impact of your efforts.  Regularly referencing the planning-implementation cycle and addressing 
the high-level questions in each stage can position you for success.  And certainly connect with an expert 
when you want to go deeper into a particular stage.  

Additional Support.
Wythe Ave Consulting specializes in helping small businesses with Stage 3: Marketing Strategy, but we can 
provide guidance throughout your planning-implementation cycle.  We can help you clarify your business 
goals, determine what questions need answering, and connect you to experts for branding / logo design, social 
media marketing, web design, copywriting, SEO or other marketing-related topics.  
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https://www.wytheave.com/insights/2017/9/19/things-to-consider-when-selecting-a-logo-design-partner

